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An analysis of transverse cracks induced in brittle coatings
on soft substrates by spherical indenters is developed. The
transverse cracks are essentially axisymmetric and geo-
metrically conelike, with variant forms dependent on the
location of initiation: outer cracks that initiate at the top
surface outside the contact and propagate downward; inner
cracks that initiate at the coating/substrate interface be-
neath the contact and propagate upward; intermediate
cracks that initiate within the coating and propagate in
both directions. Bilayers consisting of hard silicon nitride
(coating) on a composite underlayer of silicon nitride with
boron nitride platelets (substrate), with strong interfacial
bonding to minimize delamination, are used as a model test
system for Hertzian testing. Test variables investigated are
contact load, coating/substrate elastic–plastic mismatch
(controlled by substrate boron nitride content), and coating
thickness. Initiation of the transverse coating cracks occurs
at lower critical loads, and shifts from the surface to the
interface, with increasing elastic–plastic mismatch and de-
creasing coating thickness. This shift is accompanied by
increasing quasi-plasticity in the substrate. Once initiated,
the cracks pop in and arrest within the coating, becoming
highly stabilized and insensitive to further increases in con-
tact load, or even to coating toughness. A finite element
analysis of the stress fields in the loaded layer systems en-
ables a direct correlation between the damage patterns and
the stress distributions: between the transverse cracks and
the tensile (and compressive) stresses; and between the sub-
surface yield zones and the shear stresses. Implications of
these conclusions concerning the design of coating systems
for damage tolerance are discussed.

I. Introduction

THE mechanics of contact-induced cracks in hard, brittle lay-
ers on deformable but tough substrates are of interest in

relation to the potential failure of practical coating systems in
concentrated loadings. Examples include wear-resistant ce-
ramic coatings on metal substrates,1,2 thermal barrier coat-
ings,3,4 ceramic layer structures with alternating homogeneous

and heterogeneous microstructures,5–7 and biocoatings like
teeth (enamel on dentin) and bone. The chief aim in designing
such systems is to provide an optimum combination of under-
lying substrate toughness with surface protection by the coating
layer. In terms of failure mode, the literature has focused al-
most exclusively on delamination at the coating/substrate in-
terfaces;8–10indeed, existing engineering design virtually man-
dates that these interfaces be made weak, in order to deflect
cracks and so enhance the toughness.11 More recently, how-
ever, layer structures have been fabricated with relatively
strong interfaces, with the explicit aim of suppressing the de-
lamination failure mode and relying on the substrate to absorb
penetrant fractures.5,6,12,13 The limiting factor then becomes
the brittle failure of the coating itself.

The layer fractures under explicit consideration here are
those of near-axisymmetric form that initiate from the top sur-
face at external contacts and that propagate transversely
through the coating. These transverse cracks are most readily
studied using spherical indenters (‘‘Hertzian contact’’).5,6 They
are of practical importance because they provide for potential
removal of part or all of the coating and for access of the
environment to the substrate. Two forms of these fractures
have been previously identified:5,6 cracks that initiate at the
coating-free surface outside the contact circle and extend
downward; cracks that initiate at the coating/substrate interface
within the contact circle and extend upward. We shall encoun-
ter both forms here, plus another that initiates between the first
two from within the coating interior. We propose that all such
transverse cracks can be usefully considered in terms of a ge-
neric quasi-conical geometry.

The principal aim of this paper is to demonstrate the funda-
mental nature of this class of contact-induced transverse
cracks, and to describe the stress states that drive them. As a
model material system for study we choose a composite silicon
nitride bilayer system with large elastic–plastic mismatch.7,14

The top coating layer is a hard, wear-resistant silicon nitride of
moderate grain size; the underlying substrate layer is a rela-
tively soft, damage-tolerant silicon nitride material with boron
nitride platelet inclusions. Hertzian contacts are used to induce
the damage in the layered specimens, and ceramographic sec-
tioning techniques are used to examine these damage patterns.
Key variables investigated are coating layer thickness, ranging
from 120 to 1200mm, and substrate composition, ranging from
5 to 30 wt% boron nitride additive phase. We show that crack
densities in the coating increase with decreasing coating thick-
ness and with increasing substrate boron nitride content. Quasi-
plastic deformation†† in the soft underlayer (and to a lesser
extent also in the coating) enhances the cracking. Once initi-
ated, the cracks are highly stable, somewhat insensitive in di-
mension to the contact load and to material (and environment)
properties such as toughness, arresting as they approach the
bounding surfaces or interfaces of the coating. This arrest con-
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dition leads to multiple but still-confined cracking at higher
loads, plus some subsidiary cracking in the substrate, contrib-
uting to the damage tolerance of these structures. Ultimately, at
even higher loads, the coating fails.

Stress analysis of the Hertzian-type contact fields in the coat-
ing/substrate structures is conducted using finite element mod-
eling (FEM). Attention is focused on the distributions of prin-
cipal tensile stresses, to quantify the fracture patterns, and shear
stresses, to quantify the quasi-plastic zones. These consider-
ations confirm that the cracks propagate in predominantly
mode I, and highlight the role of elastic–plastic mismatch in
enhancing these fractures. Calculations performed for the dif-
ferent experimental coating thicknesses and substrate compo-
sitions show how the tensile stress distributions are modified
by layer geometry and degree of mismatch. In particular, these
calculations reveal how the nature of the stress field changes
from essentially classical Hertzian, in thick coatings with low
substrate mismatch, to essentially flexural, in thin coatings with
high substrate mismatch.

II. Experiment and Calculation

(1) Processing and Preparation of Silicon Nitride
Bilayer Specimens

Silicon nitride bilayers were prepared using a derivative of the
procedures previously described for producing monolithic16 and
multilayer structures.7,14 A common powder processing and
firing procedure was used for the coating and substrate layers,
to ensure strong interlayer bonding in the finished product.

The silicon nitride starting powder for the coating layers was
a-Si3N4 (UBE-SN-E10, Ube Industries, Tokyo, Japan) with
sintering additives 2 wt% Al2O3 (AKP50, Sumitomo Chemical
Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), 5 wt% Y2O3 (H. C. Starck GmbH,
Goslar, Germany), and 1 wt% MgO (High Purity, Baikowski
Co., NC). Substrate layer compositions were prepared from the
same starting powder, but with BN (Aldrich Chemical, Mil-
waukee, WI) additions of 5, 10, 20, 30 wt%. All powder
batches were ball-milled using alumina balls in isopropyl al-
cohol for 24 h. After oven drying and sieving, the powder
mixes were cold-pressed in a graphite mold of 50 mm diameter
to form green state bilayers of coating thickness 1–2 mm and
substrate thickness 3–4 mm. These were then hot-pressed at
1730°C at a pressure of 30 MPa in nitrogen for 1 h.

The top surfaces of the fired bilayer specimens were then
ground and polished to 1mm diamond paste finish to produce
final coating thicknessesd 4 120, 250, 400 and 1250mm for
indentation testing. Some side surfaces normal to the coating
surface were also polished, for exploratory cross-section inden-
tation tests. Other specimens were cut in half and the opposing
surfaces polished and glued together to produce ‘‘bonded-
interface’’ specimens,17,18for investigation of subsurface dam-
age in Hertzian contact tests. Microstructural examination was
carried out by scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

(2) Indentation Tests
Exploratory Vickers and Hertz indentation tests were made

on polished surfaces, both normal and parallel to the hot-
pressing direction. One set of Vickers indentations was made at
load P 4 100 N in specimens of each of the component ma-
terials, to determine elemental deformation and fracture re-
sponses. Another set was made in polished side sections of
bilayer specimens (i.e., in a plane containing the hot press
direction), with the pyramid center located a fixed distance 75
mm from the interfaces and with the diagonals aligned parallel
and orthogonal to the coating/substrate interfaces, to confirm
that the lower radial crack may penetrate into the substrate
without substantial delamination.6 Hertzian indentations were
made with a WC sphere of radius 1.98 mm at loadsP 4
1000–2000 N, symmetrically across the interfaces, as a further
test for delamination.

Indentation stress–strain curves were measured on the top

surfaces of individual coating and substrate and composite bi-
layer specimens, using WC spherical indenters of radiir 4
1.21–12.7 mm at loads up toP 4 4000 N. For these tests, it
was useful to coat the top surfaces with a gold filmbefore
indentation, to render the ensuing residual contact impressions
visible in Nomarski illumination. From measurements of con-
tact radiusa at each value ofP andr, indentation stress,p0 4
P/pa2, and indentation strain,a/r, could be evaluated, enabling
construction of the stress–strain curves. Indentations were also
made on individual component materials to determine critical
loadsPY for first residual impressions, and thence yield stresses
Y, from pY 4 PY/pa2 4 1.1Y.19

To evaluate the contact damage, Hertzian indentations were
made on polished surfaces, which were then gold coated and
viewed in Nomarski contrast. Subsurface damage was exam-
ined using bonded-interface specimens. The indentations were
made symmetrically along the traces of these interfaces on the
top surfaces, using WC spheres of radiusr 4 1.98 mm at loads
up to P 4 4000 N. After separating the indented specimen
halves in solvent, a gold coat was once more applied to the side
surfaces for viewing in Nomarski contrast.

Some serial sectioning by polishing away the top indented sur-
face was also conducted on indented bilayer specimens to confirm
the crack geometry inferred from the bonded-interface specimens.

(3) FEM Analysis
An FEM algorithm, described in detail elsewhere20–22 and

foreshadowed in earlier studies by others,23,24was used to de-
termine the contact stress fields in the bilayer systems. In this
algorithm, a sphere of radius 1.98 mm is loaded incrementally
onto the top surface of the prescribed layer structure. The in-
terface between coating and substrate is maintained intact
throughout the loading process. The sphere and specimen are
represented by a grid with maximum mesh dimension <<
sphere radiusr or coating thicknessd.21,22

For a given set of input parameters representing the indi-
vidual bilayer materials, a stress–strain curve can be recon-
structed and calibrated against corresponding experimental
data (with data for the sphere material from a previous study20).
Input material parameters for each of the constituent layer com-
ponents were determined in this way, in accordance with a
shear stress criterion for deformation. This criterion is express-
ible in terms of a constitutive uniaxial compression stress–
strain functions(ε):20,21

s = E« ~s # Y! (1a)

s = Y + a~«E − Y! ~s $ Y! (1b)

with E Young’s modulus,Y a uniaxial yield stress, anda a
strain-hardening coefficient in the range 0# a # 1 (a 4 1,
elastic;a 4 0, plastic).

Calculations using this algorithm were performed for layer
structures with coating thicknessesd 4 120, 250, 400, and
1250mm, for each substrate composition specified in the pre-
ceding subsection. Corresponding point-by-point computations
of the principal stressess1, s2, ands3 below the contact were
derived from these calculations:21,22for evaluation of fracture,
contours of the most tensile stresss1, and correspondings2–s3
stress trajectories; for evaluation of quasi-plasticity, contours
of maximum principal shear stresst 4

1
2
(s3 − s1), specifically

the yield zone boundary,t 4
1
2
Y.

III. Results: Characterization of Layer Materials

In this section we present results of initial characterization
tests carried out on the composite silicon nitride bilayer sys-
tems, beginning with the individual material components in
order to establish a proper basis for the ensuing fracture analy-
sis in Section IV. Table I summarizes the quantitative results.

(1) Basic Properties of Component Materials
SEM examinations of the polished specimens revealed mi-

crostructures similar to those reported in earlier studies, rela-
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tively isotropic in the monolithic Si3N4 and highly anisotropic
in the Si3N4–BN composites. For the Si3N4 coating, the mi-
crostructure had elongatedb grains of length≈5 mm and di-
ameter≈0.8mm, with ≈10 wt% glassy phase.16 For the Si3N4–
BN substrate layer, the BN had the form of platelets 1.5–10mm
in diameter and 0.2–0.6mm thick, with these platelets strongly
aligned normal to the hot-pressing direction, i.e., parallel to the
coating/substrate interfaces.7

Exploratory Vickers indentations on polished surfaces nor-
mal and parallel to the hot-pressing direction provided a useful
semiquantitative guide to material properties. Hardness values
H on bulk material surfaces were found to be insensitive to the
surface orientation relative to the hot-press direction. These
values are seen in Table I to decrease with increasing BN
content, by more than a factor of 3 in the 30 wt% composite
material, confirming the softening effect of the additive phase.
No such isotropy was apparent in the radial crack patterns. In
the substrate materials the radial crack lengths were markedly
greater in the direction normal to the hot-pressing direction, by
≈40% in Si3N4–10% BN,≈80% in Si3N4–20% BN, and≈120%
in Si3N4–30% BN. This trend is consistent with the observed
textural anisotropy in the composite structures. (A smaller dis-
crepancy of <10%, and of the same sign, was also observed in
the base Si3N4 coating material, suggesting some minor tex-
turing in the microstructure.) In all materials the radial cracks
deflected locally along interphase boundaries, especially at the
large BN platelets in the composite structures, indicating the
existence of weak internal interfaces.

Values of Young’s modulusE in Table I were determined
for the different material components from the initially linear
slopes of indentation stress–strain curves3 (see Section III(3)).
The values ofE decrease with increasing BN content, com-
mensurate with a more compliant platelet phase.14 Yield
stressesYmeasured from first detection of residual impressions
also decrease significantly with increasing BN content, in ac-

cordance with the trend in hardness values listed in Table I.
These results confirm that the addition of the BN phase has a
substantial softening effect on the silicon nitride structure.

(2) Crack Behavior at Coating/Substrate Interface
Vickers indentations made at polished sections of coating/

substrate bilayers are useful in confirming the intrinsic strength
of the interfaces. First, indentations made in the coatings and
substrates away from the interfaces show the same radial crack
dimensions as the tests on the bulk specimens, within experi-
mental scatter (≈5%). This indicates that the level of residual
stress in the coating is negligibly small. Indentations made in
the coating close to the interface, at fixed distance 75mm and
load P 4 100 N, show significant departures from symmetry.
Examples are shown in Fig. 1, for substrates with 10, 20, and
30 wt% BN additive. The key observation is the absence of any
delamination along the interfaces, indicating that the toughness
of the interface is at least one half that of the substrate mate-
rial.25 Instead, the lower radial cracks penetrate into the
tougher substrate (Table I), where they are arrested. Note that
the initially orthogonal radial cracks appear to be attracted
toward the interface as they extend, most noticeably in the
bilayer with the highest BN content, as commonly observed
with indentation cracks adjacent to a low modulus layer.26

Hence elastic–plastic mismatch between the coating and sub-
strate materials is a factor in the fracture behavior.

Hertzian indentations across the coating/substrate bilayer in-
terface serve to reinforce the above Vickers results. Figure 2
shows a damage pattern using a WC sphere ofr 4 1.98 mm at
increasingP 4 2000 N on a bilayer with 10 wt% BN substrate.
Multiple ring cracks initiate on the Si3N4 coating side, and
penetrate the interface onto the Si3N4–BN substrate side, where
they quickly arrest. Again, delamination is absent. There is
indication of a residual depression at the contact area within the
ring cracks, especially in the softer substrate material.

Table I. Characteristics of Coating and Substrate Materials

Composition
Hardness
H (GPa)†

Young’s modulus
E (GPa)

Yield stress
Y (GPa)

Strain-hardening
coeff a

Si3N4 14.6 320 8.4 0.7
Si3N4 + 5BN 12.0 278 6.7 0.5
Si3N4 + 10BN 11.1 222 4.5 0.4
Si3N4 + 20BN 7.4 160 2.8 0.1
Si3N4 + 30BN 4.7 119 1.6 0

†Hardness defined asH 4 P/2a2.

Fig. 1. Micrographs of Vickers radial cracks in Si3N4 coatings (upper layer), distance 75mm from interface with Si3N4–BN substrates (lower
layer): compositions (a) 10 wt% BN, (b) 20 wt% BN, (c) 30 wt% BN. Indentations atP 4 100 N. Note how lower radial crack approaches and
penetrates interface without delamination. Note also distortion of radial crack pattern at higher BN contents, indicating elastic–plastic mismatch.
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(3) Calibration of Indentation Stress–Strain Curves
Indentation stress–strain data for the individual component

materials are plotted in Fig. 3. The solid curves in this figure
are FEM-generated functions using measured values ofY,with
E in the initial elastic region anda in the subsequent quasi-
plastic region adjusted to give best fits (Table I). The mono-
lithic silicon nitride shows slight nonlinearity in the stress–
strain curve above the yield point atpY 4 1.1Y 4 9.2 GPa
(Section II(2)).16 As the BN content increases, andY and a
simultaneously decrease (Table I), the curves deviate more
from linearity, indicating the enhanced quasi-plasticity.7

Indentation stress–strain data for the Si3N4/Si3N4–BN coat-
ing/substrate systems are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. In these
figures the solid curves are nowa priori FEM predictions,
using the parameters calibrated from Fig. 3. Figure 4 shows
curves for the different coating thicknesses,d 4 120, 250, 400,
and 1250mm, at fixed substrate composition 30 wt% BN. In
this figure, the upper and lower dashed curves are bounds for
monolithic Si3N4 and Si3N4–30% BN respectively (from Fig.
3). The solid curves show a progressive shift away from the
hard Si3N4 upper bound toward the soft Si3N4–30% BN lower
bound as the coating thickness decreases, indicating a corre-
spondingly greater influence of the substrate material.4 (Note
how this transition manifests itself as a maximum in the stress–
strain curve in thed 4 120mm data, indicative of load transfer
from coating to substrate.4) Figure 5 shows curves for the
different substrate compositions, 10, 20, and 30 wt% BN, at
fixed coating thicknessd 4 250mm. Again, the upper dashed
curve is the upper bound for monolithic Si3N4. Once more, the

Fig. 4. Indentation stress–strain curves for Si3N4/Si3N4–30 wt% BN
bilayer composites, for Si3N4 coating thicknessesd indicated. Solid
curves are FEM predictions, using material parameters calibrated from
Fig. 3. Upper and lower dashed curves are bounds for Si3N4 and
Si3N4–30 wt% BN component materials, respectively, from Fig. 3.

Fig. 5. Indentation stress–strain curves for Si3N4/Si3N4–BN bilayer
composites, Si3N4 coating thicknessd 4 250 mm, showing effect of
BN content in substrate. Solid curves are FEM predictions, using
material parameters calibrated from Fig. 3. Upper dashed curve is
bound for Si3N4 from Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Hertzian indentations in Si3N4/Si3N4–10 wt% BN bilayer,
made symmetrically across interface trace, with WC spherer 4 1.98
mm atP 4 2000 N. Note crack penetration from Si3N4 side to Si3N4–
BN side, without delamination.

Fig. 3. Indentation stress–strain curves for component materials used
in fabrication of Si3N4/Si3N4–BN bilayers. Solid curves are FEM fits.
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role of the soft substrate in determining the stress-bearing ca-
pacity of the composite bilayer is apparent.

IV. Results: Analysis of Transverse Fracture Patterns

We are now in a position to describe the fracture patterns
observed in the silicon nitride bilayers, and to analyze the stress
distributions responsible for this damage. In Figs. 6–9 we show
section-view micrographs from bonded-interface specimens in-
dented with a WC sphere of radiusr 4 1.98 mm, representing
the effects of indentation load, substrate composition, and coat-
ing thickness. Corresponding FEM-generated contours of prin-

cipal stresses are included in Figs. 6, 8, and 9: principal shear
stresses at left, shaded areas indicating yield zones (s3 − s1 4
Y); principal normal stresses at right, shaded areas indicating
tensile zones (s1 $ 0), dashed curves indicatings3 stress tra-
jectories (Fig. 6 only).

In this section we limit analysis of the stress fields to essen-
tially qualitative aspects, deferring quantitative considerations
to the Discussion.

(1) Effect of Indentation Load
Figure 6 shows a sequence of micrographs of Hertzian con-

tact damage at increasing indentation load,P 4 800, 1000,

Fig. 6. Contact fracture in Si3N4/Si3N4–30 wt% BN bilayer composite, Si3N4 coating thicknessd 4 250 mm, using WC spherer 4 1.98 mm,
illustrating the effect of indentation load: (a)P 4 800 N, (b) P 4 1000 N, (c)P 4 1500 N, (d)P 4 2000 N. Micrographs at center from
bonded-interface specimens, Nomarski contrast. Arrows indicate contact diameter. Inner cracks initiate from coating/substrate interface, outer cracks
from top surface, and intermediate cracks from within coating. Note the formation of a macroscopic quasi-plastic zone within the soft substrate at the higher
loads. Corresponding FEM-generated contours of principal stresses included for comparison: left, principal shear stress, with shading indicating yield zones
(s3 − s1 4 Y); right, highest principal normal stress, shading indicating tensile zones (s1 $ 0), dashed curves indicatings3 stress trajectories.
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1500, and 2000 N, in Si3N4/Si3N4–30 wt% BN fixed compo-
sition bilayers with coating thicknessd 4 250 mm. The most
conspicuous damage in the hard Si3N4 coatings is a variety of
transverse cracks, increasing in number with load: outer cracks
initiating at the top surface outside the contact circle, extending
downward and outward, in near-classical cone crack manner;16

inner cracks initiating from the coating/substrate interface
closer to the inner contact axis, extending upward and inward;5

cracks initiating within the coating beneath the contact circle,
intermediate in radial location between the prior two types in
Fig. 6(d), extending upward and inward toward the top surface
and downward and outward toward the lower interface. Serial
sectioning by polishing away the top indented surface confirms
that all of these cracks are essentially axisymmetrical, with
consequent common (if distorted) quasi-conical geometry. For
the coating/substrate configuration shown in Fig. 6, the first
cracks to appear are those initiated at the interface (P < 800 N),
followed by those initiated within the coating (P ≈ 1000 N),
and finally those initiated at the top surface (P ≈ 1200 N). A
feature of the transverse cracks in Fig. 6 is that they appear to
arrest as they approach the bounding surfaces of the coating,
even through large load increases—the crackdensityis sensi-
tive to load, cracksizeis not.

Substantial damage also occurs in the soft Si3N4–30 wt% BN
substrates in Fig. 6. There are indications of extensive quasi-
plasticity in this sublayer.7,16(Actually, limited quasi-plasticity
is observed in the coatings as well, at higher magnification than
in the micrographs in Fig. 6, especially at the higher loads.)
Some accompanying cracking is also observed in the substrate,
extending from the quasi-plastic damage zones and in some
cases back to the interface. This combination of quasi-plasticity
and cracking appears to contribute to minor interfacial delami-
nation at the highest loads in Fig. 6. Control indentation tests
on bulk Si3N4–30 wt% BN specimens reveal only quasi-plastic
damage, without any such accompanying cracking, indicating
again that it is the layer configuration that enhances the fracture
tendency.

The damage patterns in Fig. 6 may be compared with the
FEM-generated shear and tensile stress fields at left and right.
The intensity and spatial scale of these stress fields expand with
the indentation load. In the coating, the locations of transverse
crack initiation correlate strongly with the regions of high ten-
sile stress concentration, indicated by degree of shading. A
primary maximum in the tensile field occurs at the intersection
of the coating/substrate interface with the contact axis; a sec-
ondary maximum occurs at the top surface outside the contact
circle; and a saddle point occurs between these two maxima.
Only the second of these concentrations is manifest in the
classical Hertzian field in homogeneous solids,16,27 demon-
strating again a significant influence of elastic–plastic mis-
match on the stress distribution in the bilayer structure. The
location of the surface maximum displaces increasingly beyond
the contact circle with increasing load in Fig. 6, implying a
progressive dilution of this maximum. Qualitatively, there also
appears to be a correlation between the crack profiles and the
FEM-generated stress trajectories27 (although quantitatively,
the trajectories are more steeply inclined to the top surface than
the corresponding cracks by≈5–10°, a discrepancy not atypical
of Hertzian fractures28). This correlation confirms that the frac-
tures are predominantly mode I.

In the substrate, the locations of the quasi-plasticity zones
correlate with the FEM-predicted yield boundaries in the shear
contour plots in Fig. 6. (Note also that the shear stress contours
indicate limited yield in the coating at the higher loads, con-
sistent with the high-magnification observations referred to
above.) The substrate yield zones become extensive at the
higher loads; the implication is that the harder coating on its
softer substrate support base sustains an ever-increasing com-
ponent of ‘‘plate flexure’’ in its loading.4 The relatively minor
cracking observed in the highly deformed anisotropic substrate
layer does not appear to correlate quite as well with the tensile
stress contour and trajectory patterns.

At higher loads, the damage intensifies and the system ulti-
mately fails. An example is shown in Fig. 7 atP ≈ 4000 N, in
a bilayer with 20 wt% BN substrate. In this case we show the
half-surface as well as the side view. Excessive cracking is
apparent. Comprehensive damage has occurred in the substrate,
resulting in material removal and coating failure. The coating
itself exhibits strong residual flexure from yield and multiple
cracking.

(2) Effect of Substrate Composition
Figure 8 shows micrographs of Hertzian contact damage in

Si3N4/Si3N4–BN bilayers with 10, 20, and 30 wt% BN content
in the substrate, for fixed coating thicknessd 4 250 mm and
load P 4 2000 N. In this sequence, the extent of transverse
fracture in the coating and yield in the substrate increase mark-
edly with BN content. Indeed, whereas the damage is well
developed in the bilayer with 30 wt% BN substrate (Fig. 8(c),
cf. Fig. 6(d)), the damage is only in its initiation stage in the
bilayer with 10 wt% BN substrate (Fig. 8(a)). These results
confirm most strongly the critical role of elastic–plastic mis-
match in the damage mechanics. Again, the transverse fractures
dominate delamination.

Comparison with the computed tensile and shear stress fields
in Fig. 8 adds weight to the micrographic results. The intensity
of both the coating tensile stress and substrate shear stress
increases strongly with the elastic–plastic mismatch. Another
manifestation of the mismatch is evident in the location of the
primary maximum in the tensile field, at the top surface in the
bilayer with 10 wt% BN substrate (as in the classical Hertzian
field) but at the coating/substrate interface in the bilayer with
30 wt% BN substrate (cf. Fig. 11, later). Again, this implies an
increasing component of plate flexure in the coating stress
distribution with increasing mismatch. The yield boundaries in
the shear field correlate with the sizes of the observed quasi-
plasticity zones in the substrates.

(3) Effect of Coating Thickness
Figure 9 shows micrographs of Hertzian contact damage for

diminishing Si3N4 coating thickness,d 4 1200, 400 and 250

Fig. 7. Contact fracture in Si3N4/Si3N4–20 wt% BN bilayer compos-
ite, Si3N4 coating thicknessd 4 250mm, using WC spherer 4 1.98
mm atP 4 4000 N, showing half-surface (upper) and profile (lower)
views. Note severe residual flexure of coating and coalescence of
cracks leading to failure of coating and substrate.
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mm, in Si3N4/Si3N4–30 wt% BN fixed composition bilayers at
fixed loadP 4 2000 N. No cracks are evident in the thickest
coating (Fig. 9(a)): instead, the only damage is a limited sub-
surface quasi-plastic zone, akin to the damage seen in tougher
monolithic Si3N4 materials.16 In the coating of intermediate
thickness (Fig. 9(b)) the quasi-plastic damage is suppressed in
favor of transverse fractures, in this case in their early stage of
formation. On the other hand, some quasi-plasticity is now
evident in the soft substrate. In the thinnest coating (Fig. 9(c))
the transverse crack pattern is well developed (cf. Fig. 6(d)),
and yield in the substrate is substantial. The influence of layer
geometry in promoting fracture in the coating is apparent.

Comparison with the computed stress fields accounts for the
observed transition in mechanical response with coating thick-
ness. The coating thickness in Fig. 9(a) is large compared with
the contact zone, so the damage is little influenced by the
presence of the substrate. In this case the stress fields are vir-
tually indistinguishable from those of an ideal Hertzian contact:
the maximum tensile stresses are concentrated at the outer top
surface, and the maximum shear stresses directly below the
contact area. In Fig. 9(b) the coating thickness and contact zone
size are comparable, and the substrate begins to influence the
damage pattern. The tensile stresses at the coating/substrate
interface are now slightly greater than those at the top surface,
as reflected in the appearance of interface as well as surface
transverse cracks in the micrograph. Some yield is now evident

in the substrate. In Fig. 9(c) the coating thickness is smaller
than the contact size, and the transverse crack pattern is well
developed. The tensile stresses have intensified strongly at the
coating/substrate interface. At the same time, the compression
zones have also intensified, so the cracks, once initiated, are
highly stabilized. This stabilization allows for the initiation of
multiple transverse cracks. The yield zone in the substrate be-
low the thin coating is now highly developed, implying once
more an increased component of flexure in the overlying coat-
ing.

V. Discussion

In this study we have investigated the fracture behavior of
silicon nitride bilayers with hard coatings of different thick-
nesses on softer substrates of different compositions. A feature
of the bilayers is the presence of a relatively strong coating/
substrate interface, where fracture energy is absorbed in the
substrate rather than at the interface, with crack arrest rather
than crack deflection.5,6,12,13We have used Hertzian contacts
on bonded-interface specimens to demonstrate the damage
modes in these structures—transverse cracks in the coating,
and quasi-plasticity in the substrate. The transverse cracks ini-
tiate at various locations in the coating: at the top surface,
outside the contact circle (as in classical Hertzian fractures);
within the interior of the coating, closer in below the contact

Fig. 8. Contact fracture in Si3N4/Si3N4–BN bilayer composites, Si3N4 coating thicknessd 4 250 mm, using WC spherer 4 1.98 mm atP 4
2000 N, illustrating effect of substrate composition: (a) 10 wt% BN, (b) 20 wt% BN, (c) 30 wt% BN. Note increased damage at higher BN contents.
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circle; at the coating/substrate interface, immediately below the
contact center. All three types are essentially axisymmetrical,
with essentially quasi-conical geometry. There is a distinctive
tendency away from surface-initiated toward interface-initiated
fracture with increasing indenter load, decreasing coating
thickness, and increasing elastic–plastic mismatch between
layers.

The experimental observations in the bilayer structures are
supported by FEM stress analysis, using calibrated elastic–
plastic parameters from control tests on bulk constituent ma-
terials. For the coatings, we have demonstrated strong qualita-
tive correlations between the calculated tensile stress extrema
and the observed crack starting points, and between calculated
stress trajectories and observed crack paths, implying predomi-
nantly mode I fracture. Some quantitative evaluations of the
tensile stress maxima at the top surface and lower interface, for
the same WC sphere radiusr 4 1.98 mm represented in Figs.
6–9, reinforce these correlations:

(i) Effect of indentation load. The solid curves in Fig. 10
are plots of the computed stress maxima as a function of load,
for Si3N4 coating thicknessd 4 250 mm and Si3N4–30 wt%
BN substrate. The points on these curves correspond to the
experimental loadsP 4 800, 1000, 1500, and 2000 N in Fig.

6. Also indicated in Fig. 10 are the loads at which each kind of
cracking initiates (C). Both maxima increase monotonically
with load, the interface stress at a much faster rate than the
surface stress. This is symptomatic of a highly nonlinear sys-
tem (Fig. 4). Note that the interface maximum dominates the
surface maximum aboveP ≈ 250 N, explaining why the up-
ward-extending interface cracks tend to form before the down-
ward-extending surface cracks. The surface and interface
stresses at the critical fracture loads in Fig. 10 are both signifi-
cantly higher than the strengths of equivalent bulk Si3N4 mono-
lith specimens (≈1000 MPa16), and are unequal, which is not
atypical of crack systems in highly inhomogeneous stress
fields.29

(ii) Effect of substrate composition.In Fig. 11 we show
the tensile stress maxima as a function of substrate BN com-
position, for Si3N4/Si3N4–BN bilayers with Si3N4 coating
thicknessd 4 250 mm at loadP 4 2000 N: again, the solid
curves are the computed functions, and the data points corre-
spond to the experimental BN contents 10, 20, and 30 wt%
from Fig. 8. The interface stress maximum is sensitive to the
BN content, but the surface stress maximum is not. This ac-
counts for the increased density of upward-extending interface
cracks for the 20% and 30% BN contents in Fig. 8. However,

Fig. 9. Contact fracture in Si3N4/Si3N4–30 wt% BN bilayer composites, Si3N4, using WC spherer 4 1.98 mm atP 4 2000 N, illustrating effect
of coating thickness: (a)d 4 1200mm, (b) d 4 400 mm, (c) d 4 250 mm. Note increased damage at decreasing coating thickness.
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it does not account for the comparable increase in downward-
extending surface cracks. It would appear that initiation of the
first kind of cracks (interface) makes it easier to initiate the
second (surface)—i.e., there are interaction effects. These ob-
servations highlight the influence of elastic–plastic mismatch.

(iii) Effect of coating thickness.In Fig. 12 we plot the
tensile stress maxima as a function of Si3N4 coating thickness
for Si3N4/Si3N4–30 wt% BN bilayers, at loadP 4 2000 N: the
solid curves are the computed functions and the data points
correspond to the experimentald values in Fig. 9. In similar
fashion to Fig. 11, the interface stress maximum is sensitive to
coating thickness, but the surface stress maximum is not. The
interface maximum becomes increasingly dominant at smaller
thicknesses. Accordingly, the density of upward-extending in-
terface-initiated cracks, and subsequent accompanying interior-
initiated and surface-initiated cracks, is considerably higher in
the thinner coatings in Fig. 9.

These results indicate the changing nature of the coating
tensile stress field from ideal ‘‘Hertzian’’ to effectively ‘‘flex-
ural’’ with increasing load, decreasing substrate hardness rela-
tive to the coating (mismatch), and decreasing coating thick-
ness. At high loads hard, thin coatings on thick, soft substrates
deform more as flexing plates with supported outer edges
(where the encasing substrate remains elastic), shifting the ten-
sile stress concentration progressively away from the upper
outer free surface through the coating interior toward the lower
coating/substrate interface.3,4,7,21,22At the same time, the flex-
ure induces highly compressive stresses on the opposing sides
of the neutral planes within the coating. The result is the arrays
of highly stabilized transverse coating fractures seen in Figs.
6–10.

The quantitative analysis of the crack systems described here
is by no means complete. The FEM algorithm enables one to
investigate prescribed indentation and coating variables (load,
mismatch, coating thickness) numerically. The complexity of
the highly nonlinear and inhomogeneous tensile stress fields
would appear to preclude analytical fracture mechanics solu-
tions. Moreover, even the elastic–plastic FEM solutions de-
scribed in Sections III and IV are restrictive. They pertain
strictly to uncracked bodies, whereas the coatings considered
here contain multiple cracks. The capacity of fracture mechan-
ics to determining ensuing crack energies and paths from pre-
existing (precrack) contact fields in finite bodies with an ac-
ceptable degree of accuracy has been shown to be limited, even
for single cone fractures in monolithic, homogeneous elastic
bodies.28 Such limitations are likely to be even more apparent
in the multiple crack systems in the layered, inhomogeneous
inelastic bodies of interest here. More objective numerical pro-
cedures that enable piecewise determinations of crack growth
in the ever-evolving rather than the prior stress field would
appear to be necessary for the determination of appropriate
mechanical-energy-release rates or stress-intensity factors.28

This is especially the case in determining crack evolution his-
tories, and in seeking accounts of the enhanced crack stability
and multiplicity in thinner coatings on softer substrates.

There are other potential complications that we have mini-
mized in this study. First, macroscopic in-plane layer residual
stresses from thermal expansion mismatch or sintering stresses
can also have a strong influence on the crack behavior, leading
to suppression of coating fracture in favorable circum-
stances.12,13 In our bilayer systems such in-plane stresses ap-

Fig. 10. Maximum principal tensile stresses in contact field in Si3N4/
Si3N4–30 wt% BN bilayer composites as function of load, using WC
spherer 4 1.98 mm. The two maxima shown occur at the top surface
outside the contact and at the coating/substrate interface along the
contact axis. Points C indicate onset of fracture. (Cf. Fig. 6.)

Fig. 11. Maximum principal tensile stresses in contact field in Si3N4/
Si3N4–BN bilayer composites with coating thicknessd 4 250 mm as
function of BN composition in substrate, using WC spherer 4 1.98
mm atP 4 2000 N. Dashed curves are extrapolations back to values
at same locations in Si3N4 monolithic material. (Cf. Fig. 8.)

Fig. 12. Maximum principal tensile stresses in contact field in Si3N4/
Si3N4–30 wt% BN bilayer composites as function of coating thickness,
using WC spherer 4 1.98 mm atP 4 2000 N. Dashed curves are
extrapolations back to values at same locations in Si3N4 monolithic
material. (Cf. Fig. 9.)
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pear to be negligibly small (Section III(2)). Second, local re-
sidual tensile stresses around indentation quasi-plasticity zones
are known to have profound effects on crack evolution during
unloading,30,31especially in layer structures with yielding sub-
strates; whereas residual stresses do not appear to have much
influence on the transverse cracks, they can be especially ef-
fective in opening up any interfacial delamination cracks dur-
ing the unloading half-cycle.4 The observation that delamina-
tion is minimal in our silicon nitride bilayer systems provides
some justification for ignoring unloading effects in our FEM
calculations. Finally, anisotropy is another factor that can exert
a strong influence on fracture behavior. The highly textured
microstructures in the Si3N4–BN bilayers may explain the ten-
dency for substrate cracks to align themselves parallel to the
interface in Figs. 6–9.

The crack patterns identified in this study are of interest in
relation to engineering layer design. Transverse cracks may be
expected to play a major role in the failure of ceramic coating
structures where contact stress concentrations are a common
form of loading, e.g., in bearings, cutting tools, surface-coated
engine components, and so on. This class of cracks is particu-
larly relevant to layer structures with strongly bonded coating/
substrate interfaces. In this context, the transverse cracks are
highly stable, leading to multiple initiation with consequent
energy absorption, so that even highly brittle coating systems
can be damage tolerant. (Again, superposed compression
stresses could help reduce or even suppress transverse coating
fracture.) This high stability means that the crack sizes are
governed more by the layer thickness than by material prop-
erties; the cracks tend to contain themselves within the bound-
aries of the coating over a wide range of contact loads. On the
other hand, initiation of the cracks will surely be sensitive to
material properties, such as elastic–plastic mismatch (e.g., Fig.
8) and coating toughness. For optimum substrate protection the
present results indicate hard, tough coatings with low elastic–
plastic mismatch, with thicknesses at least as large as the char-
acteristic contact dimensions. As always, these requirements
must ultimately be balanced against the costs of fabrication and
finishing.
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